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The Speaker of the Western Cape Provincial Parliament 

Provincial Legislature Building 

7 Wale Street 

Cape Town 

 

Dear Honourable Speaker 

IN-YEAR CHANGES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM’s 2021/22 ANNUAL 

PERFORMANCE PLAN (APP) and 2020-2025 STRATEGIC PLAN 

In terms of the DG Circular No 60 of 2021, revisions of 5-year Strategic Plans (SP) and 2021/22 Annual 

Performance Plans (APP) may be requested for tabling in the Provincial Legislature. 

The Department of Economic Development and Tourism (DEDAT) is embarking on developing a  Growth 

Diagnostic and Strategy to determine the approach needed to attain “break-out economic growth” in the 

Western Cape in response to the lower than anticipated economic recovery and high umployment rate.  

As an immediate response to the economy, the Department has gone through a process of reprioritisation 

of focus areas resulting in an amendement to the 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan and 2020-2025 Strategic 

Plan, as detailed below: 

Tourism Safety Perception 

Initially, “Improved Tourism Safety Perception” was included as an outcome in the 2020-2025 Strategic Plan, 

as tourism growth was negatively affected due to high incidents of crime against tourists in the Cape Town 

CBD, Table Mountain precinct as well as smaller tourism safety hotspots throughout the Province. This 

created the perception that the Western Cape is not a safe destination for tourists. 

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the tourism industry, which is a significant value-chain and 

employment driver in the national economy, was heavily impacted.  

In 2020, the “Tourism Safety Perception Surveys” project was postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic as 

the baseline numbers would have been skewed due to the drastic reduction in international tourists. Due to 

budget adjustments in 2021/22 the project was discontinued, hence the revision of the indicator as 

described in Annexure A. 

Resource Resilience 

In the Department’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan, under the outcome “Resource Resilience of the economy 

improved” the following five-year target is reflected: “20% improvement in the water efficiency of four water-

intensive sectors”. 

In terms of energy, loadshedding in 2021 resulted in 1914 GWh lost (as of 27 October 2021), surpassing 2020 

levels of 1791 GWh lost. The extended loadshedding in 2021 continues to hamstring economic activity 

dampening the pace of economic recovery. 

Energy has been prioritised for the 2021/22 FY, which has led to resources being reallocated and the 

improvement in water efficiency will target one water-intensive sector. 
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I trust the request for in-year amendments as indicated above will be favourably approved. 

The Department will continue providing leadership to the Western Cape economy by identifying and 

supporting opportunities for economic growth and employment.  

Yours sincerely  

 

 

 

 

MR D MAYNIER 

MINISTER OF FINANCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES 

DATE: 25 NOVEMBER 2O21 
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